Where Art Thou, Romeo?
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Alaska’s Battle of the Books teams are learning some history, and it’s wild. This year’s
Alaska-centered book is “A Wolf Called Romeo” by hunter-turned-wildlife-photographer Nick
Jans. Now, a new generation is recognizing the injustice that a black wolf living in Juneau,
Alaska, faced twelve years ago.
The wolf appeared in suburban Juneau in the winter of 2003. Several days after noticing
tracks on Mendenhall Lake, Jans was the first to see him. “This wolf was downright relaxed and
tolerant from the start, as if he had dropped out of the sky like a unicorn,” Jans said in an
interview with National Geographic. “This went on for six years, so we got to know this wolf,
whom we came to call Romeo, as an individual.”

Juneau resident Harry Robinson had a particularly close relationship with Romeo;
Robinson and his dog Brittain hiked with the wolf daily, and Robinson said Romeo would bring
him toys that he stashed. “One was a Styrofoam float,” Jans told National Geographic. “Romeo
would pick it up and bring it to Harry to throw.”
Romeo's story ended too soon. September 2009, the wolf vanished. He was a wild
animal; he had, in the past, disappeared from anywhere from days to weeks. But this time,
something felt different.
Harry Robinson was the first to sense it after he awoke from a nightmare one morning. “I
felt Romeo scream,” he said, as quoted in Jans’ book. “I could hear it inside my head. He was in
agony. I saw him turn to bite at his side, and at that moment, I knew he’d been shot.” When
Robinson and Brittain left for their hike the next day, there was no wolf waiting.
Not long after, Vic Walker, a local veterinarian, had a dream of his own. “Romeo was
wounded, over near the visitor center,” he is quoted in “A Wolf Called Romeo.” “He’d been shot
in the jaw. The bone was totally shattered. Harry [Robinson] was there. He said, ‘He’s done’; I
told him, ‘No, no, I can fix this.’”
Romeo was at least seven years old by this time, an admirable age for a wild Alaska wolf,
whose lifespan averages three years. Perhaps it was simply his time. Robinson wasn’t satisfied
with speculation, though.
With some online digging, he found a clue buried among the comments of a Youtube
tribute to Romeo. “He’s dead, skinned, and stuffed…. Get over it people,” the comment read.
Robinson employed cyber-sleuthing techniques to contact the anonymous commenter, who told
Robinson the wolf had been “harvested” by a non-Alaskan and was currently at a taxidermist.

Soon, Robinson received another lead from Capital City Weekly reporter Libby Sterling. A
Pennsylvania man named Michael Lowman had contacted her, claiming to know Romeo’s fate.
Lowman was the key. He worked with Jeff Peacock at R.R. Donnelley & Sons, a printing
company in Lancaster. Peacock, whose name matched his boastful character, had been telling
everyone that he, accompanied by friend Park Myers, had killed “a famous wolf” in Juneau.
“In fact, Peacock told me, one of the main reasons for killing this particular wolf was that
it would cause a lot of anguish in the community,” Lowman told Robinson.
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Due to inconsistencies in evidence and stories, the circumstances of Romeo's death will
always remain uncertain. Peacock said he shot Romeo in the Herbert River parking lot. Myers,
on the other hand, swore he was the one who shot the wolf and it was on a trail. However, the
men’s stories suggest that the wolf may have been killed in the West Glacier Trail parking lot,
where hunting would have made Peacock and Myers subject to additional charges.
That winter, Robinson worked to compile a lengthy list of violations that Myers and
Peacock might be charged with. When Peacock returned to Alaska in May of 2010, he and
Myers were the focus of a cooperative investigation by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the
U.S. Forest Service, and the Alaska State Wildlife Troopers. Troopers discovered a marijuana
farm and a stolen .30/.30 carbine in his home. Yet Myers made a plea bargain, and these
violations, along with a past violation of providing two thirteen-year-old girls with alcohol and
marijuana and sexually assaulting one of the girls, were swept under the rug by District Attorney
Gardner, while court records maintained that Myers had no prior record.
Though the potential penalties in Myer’s and Peacock’s cases were nearly $20,000
combined and years in jail for both men, the violations were all merely misdemeanors.
Juneauites assumed that “soon enough, the Feds would add their own crushing charges to the
legal dogpile,” Jans said, but the cases were never examined beyond state level.
In November 2010, over a year after Romeo’s death, Myer’s court date arrived. As
reported in the Lancaster County News, Myers received a 330-day suspended jail sentence, was
ordered to pay just $6,100, was placed on probation and had his hunting privileges revoked for
two years, and lost three rifles.

Peacock was charged only with misdemeanors, according to the Pennsylvania Patriot
News. He received an 18-month suspended jail sentence and was ordered to serve 3 years on
probation and pay $2,600 ($13,000 in fines suspended).
Those who cared for the wolf were distraught at the outcome, feeling that Romeo's killers
had been let off too easily. Myers and Peacock had been punished for the state's losses, but what
about the community's? And Romeo's?
“I let my friend down,” Harry Robinson said quietly, as quoted by Jans. “I wasn’t there
when he needed me.”
Jans knew it was the end of a rare and beautiful chapter. He told National Geographic,
“The amazing thing was Romeo’s understanding. It wasn’t just our understanding and tolerance.
It was the combination of his and ours and the dogs’. We were these three species working out
how to get along harmoniously. And we did.”
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